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Abstract—Android applications rely on a permission-based
model to carry out core functionality. Appropriate permission
usage is imperative for ensuring device security and protecting
the user’s desired privacy levels. But who is making the important
decisions of which permissions the app should request? Are they
experienced developers with the appropriate project knowledge to
make such important decisions, or are these crucial choices being
made by those with relatively minor amounts of contributions to
the project? When are these permission-related decisions being
made in the app’s development life cycle? We examined 1,402
Android version control repositories containing over 331,318
commits including 18,751 AndroidManifest.xml versions to better
understand when, why, and who is adding permissions to apps.
We found that (I) developers with more experience are more
likely to make permission-based changes (II) permissions are
typically added earlier in apps’ commit lifetime, but their
removal is more sustained throughout the commit lifetime (III)
developers reverting permission-based changes are typically more
experienced than developers who initially made the change being
reverted.
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RQ0 Permission Exploration: Who tends to make
permission-based changes to apps and when are such changes
typically made in apps’ commit lifetime?
RQ1 Permission Reversion Frequency: How often are
permission-based changes to apps reverted and who is
making these decisions?
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Our primary ﬁndings suggest that a wide range of developers
typically make permission-based changes, but developers
with higher project ownership scores were more likely to
revert existing permissions.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II
we discuss related work and Section III provides background
information on Android permissions. Section IV presents our
collection and analysis process, while Section V addresses our
research questions. Section VI discusses limitations and future
work to be conducted, and Section VII concludes our work.
II. R ELATED W ORK

Android employs a permission-based system where apps
require speciﬁc permissions to carry out speciﬁc functionalities. Developers must explicitly state the permissions an app
may request, while the end user must accept any requested
dangerous permissions. Some permissions include the ability
to read SMS messages, record audio through the phone’s
microphone, and access the user’s location [5].
The decision of which permissions an app should have
access to should not be taken lightly since they may
disrupt the user and carry a variety of possible security and
functional implications. Some of which include under and
over-permissions, increased app susceptibility to malware and
unwanted data leakage to ad libraries [11]–[13], [25]. But who
is making these important decisions about the permissions
an app should request and at what points in the software
development process are these decisions being made? The
goal of our work is to better understand how permissions
ﬁt into the development process. In this work, we discuss
our analysis of more than 1,400 open source Android app
repositories. Our work is guided by the following research
questions:
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There has been a substantial amount of work in understanding why Android permissions are inappropriately used,
and the negative implications misuse carries. Grace et al. [13]
conducted work on permissions probing, which is when a 3rd
party component attempts to use a permission in the hope that
the attached app has requested it from the user. If the attached
app has requested a permission, then the component will also
have access to that permission as well. This is often done to
collect, and transmit potentially sensitive information which
should not be normally available to the 3rd party component.
This work found that more than half of all ad libraries try to
probe for open permissions.
Stevens et al. [22] analyzed 10,000 free Android apps and
found a strong sub-linear relationship between the popularity
of a permission and the frequency of its misuse. They found
that developers were more likely to misuse a permission
when they did not understand it, and that the popularity of a
permission is strongly associated with its misuse. A powerful
method of avoiding permission misuse is through developer
education and community support. Krutz et al. [14] created a
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TABLE I: Data Overview

public dataset of over 1,100 Android apps from the F-Droid [2]
repository, but only analyzed the apps using existing static
analysis tools.
Many projects have analyzed software repositories to examine questions ranging from if the commit message of an
app had a correlation with the quality of the commit [19] to
analyzing developer sentiment in commit logs [21]. However,
our work indicates the ﬁrst known of its kind to examine
permissions using the version control history of a project.
Although previous works have examined developer code ownership and their implications [15], [17], [18], none have
focused on mobile applications as was done in our study.

Item
Analyzed Apps
Unique Permissions (including custom)
Manifest File Versions
Number of Project Committers
Permissions Added
Permissions Removed
Total Project Commits

Count
1,402
238
18,751
11,920
4,494
480
331,318

repositories of the other projects since they were not publicly
accessible, or located in GitHub.
To analyze the collected repositories, we created a tool
known as Open Source Android Repository Analyzer (oSARA) [4]. Using this tool, we extracted version control
commit information such as when the commit was made and
by whom. The tool then extracts all committed AndroidManifest.xml ﬁles from the version control history and records all
modiﬁed permissions in these ﬁles. Using this collected information, oSARA then determines all altered permissions, who
made the alterations, and when they were made. The committed version of the AndroidManifest.xml ﬁle was also extracted
from the repositories, and all metadata was stored in a SQLite
database. The tool ran for over 24 hours on a dedicated server
to download approximately 50 GB of repository content and
then analyze its commit history. Using this information, we
were able to correlate the altered Android permissions with
a speciﬁc commit in the version control repository. We then
calculated the Developer’s Commit Ratio (DCR) for each app,
).
which is deﬁned as: DCR = ( IndividualcontributorCommits
T otalAppCommits
This ratio represents the number of contributions made by a
given developer for a project divided by the number of all
commits done by all project’s contributors. In other terms,
it represents the contribution share of every author for a
given project. In this work, we use DCR as a proxy for
developer experience within a project. For each committed
AndroidManifest.xml ﬁle that contained altered permissions,
we recorded this DCR value. We only examined the master
branch for each git repository, and only considered apps with
at least 2 committers.
To provide researchers with more data points to develop
new hypotheses, metadata of the apps were obtained from the
Google Play store. Presently, Google does not offer an API to
retrieve this data, so a web scraping tool was built to scrape
the metadata from the app’s Google Play web page. The use
of text ﬁles by F-Droid to hold app related metadata proved
to be challenging as multiple regular expressions had to be
written to parse the ﬁles.

III. A NDROID P ERMISSIONS
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Android apps require speciﬁc permissions to carry out
speciﬁc functionality. An objective of this system is the the
principle of least privilege or granting an app the least amount
of privilege that it needs to properly function [11]. This is
intended to not only limit the access an app has to unintended
permissions, but limit the effects that malware may have on
a device [10], [20]. For example, in order for an app to read
SMS messages, it must request the READ_SMS permission.
The AndroidManifest.xml ﬁle contains all requested permissions for an app. While many permissions are considered to be
less risky, others carry signiﬁcantly more potentially hazardous
risks and are known as Dangerous permissions [5].
Deciding on the permissions an app should request is
considered to be one of the most sensitive activities undertaken
during app development due to the potential security risks [11],
[16] and possible negative effects on the user’s perception of
the app [8]. Recent studies revealed that developers frequently
misuse permissions by either not adding enough permissions
to support requested functionality, or by adding unnecessary
permissions that are not needed by any components in the app.
This problem may be caused by a variety of factors including
a lack of permissions based knowledge by the developers [22].
Unfortunately, there is no permission enforcement mechanisms
in Google Play, which frequently gives developers too much
freedom when posting apps to the Google Play store [7].
IV. DATA C OLLECTION AND A NALYSIS
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Our ﬁrst step was to collect open source Android repositories from F-Droid [2], a popular open source repository
of Android apps. We collected the git repositories for each
app, which contains all version control information about
each project and range from 2009 to present in numerous
app categories. When collecting permissions, we recorded
all permissions, including those which were custom. Table I
shows an overview of collected data.
At the time of our analysis, F-Droid contained information
for 2,372 open source Android apps. From this resultset our
tool scanned for the existence of the AndroidManifest.xml
ﬁle along with the commit history of the ﬁle. This process
identiﬁed 1,402 apps that had a AndroidManifest.xml ﬁle
with a history of commits. We were unable to collect the

V. E VALUATION
We next addressed our research questions using this data:
RQ0 Permission Exploration: Who tends to make
permission-based changes to apps and when are such changes
typically made in an apps’ commit lifetime?
For RQ0, we explored certain aspects (such as who and
when) of permission-based changes to apps. To understand
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between the ﬁrst and last commit to the apps’ source code).
To understand the chronology of permission-based changes
at a lower level of granularity, we grouped the changes by
permission type and segregated the changes into additions
and removals. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the times
of permissions change. As seen in the ﬁgure, the addition of
permissions, regardless of the type, are typically done when an
app is fairly new and further additions tend to be spread over
the entirety of the commit lifetime of the app. The removal of
permissions, on the other hand, is observed throughout apps’
commit lifetime.
RQ1 Permission Reversion Frequency: How often are
permission-based changes to apps reverted and who is making
these decisions?
In RQ0, we found that there is no statistically signiﬁcant
difference between the DCR of developers adding a permission
and that of developers removing a permission. In RQ1, we
introduced a temporal factor into the analysis. In other words,
we wanted to investigate the frequency with which permissionbased changes are reverted i.e. a permission added by a
developer is later removed by another developer, or vice versa.
We further wanted to compare the DCR of the developer
reverting the permission-based change to that of the developer
who initially made the change.

the developers making permission-based change to apps, we
compared the distributions of DCR for developers who had
made permission-based changes to apps and those who had
not. Since we are comparing the DCR of developers across
all the apps in our data set, the number of developers who
contribute to each application is a confounding factor. We
accounted for this by dividing the DCR of a developer by
the number of developers who had contributed to the app.
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TABLE II: Reversion frequency of permission-based changes

rP

Reversion Type
Removal
Addition

Fig. 1: Comparing the distribution of DCR (controlled for
number of developers contributing to an app) of developers
who had altered permission(s) and developers who had not

# Occurrences
106
33

# Higher DCR
61 (57.54%)
22 (66.67%)

Table II displays the number of occurrences when
permission-based changes were reverted. In more than half
the reversions (# Higher DCR) the DCR of the developer
reverting the permission-based change is higher than that of
the developer who initially made the change. This shows
that developers with lower commitments to the project
tend to make permission-related decisions that were later
reverted by more experienced developers. This interesting
observation needs to be further investigated to decipher
the motivation behind introducing the permission change
and also the reasoning behind its revert. The average
difference in DCR between the reverting developer and the
developer who initially made the change was 0.4184 and
0.4113 for removal and addition. The top three permissions
later removed by developers with higher DCR were
READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE,RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED,
and WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE. The top three
permissions later added by developers with higher DCR were
ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE, ACCESS_MOCK_LOCATION
and WAKE_LOCK. Further analysis is needed to explain
the probable reasons for a permission-based change of a
developer with lower DCR being reverted by one with a
higher DCR. One possible reason could be that the initial
permission change may have been done in error (an under
or over-privilege) with the reversion being the corrective
action. A more in-depth analysis of the commit message
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Figure 1 shows a plot comparing the two distributions and
shows that developers who made permission-based changes
have a higher DCR than developers who did not. To quantitatively assess the difference in distribution, we used the nonparametric Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon (MWW) test to assess if
there was an association between DCR and the likelihood of
a developer making permission-based changes. The outcome
from the MWW test revealed, not surprisingly, that developers
with a higher DCR were more likely to make permissionbased changes to apps than developers with lower DCR. The
outcome was statistically signiﬁcant with p-value  0.01. We
went further to analyze if there was any difference between
the DCR of developers who added permissions and that of
developers who removed permissions. The outcome from the
MWW test was not statistically signiﬁcant indicating that the
distributions of DCR of developers who added permissions is
similar to that of developers who removed permissions.
To understand when, in apps’ commit lifetime, are
permission-based changes made to apps, we computed the
time when each permission-based change was made to an app.
The time of a permission-based change was computed as the
number of days from the ﬁrst commit to the apps’ source code.
Here the commit lifetime of an app is a confounding factor,
therefore, we expressed the time of a permission-based change
relative to the apps’ commit lifetime (i.e. the number of days
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Fig. 2: Distribution of times of permissions change relative to apps’ commit lifetime for addition and removal of permissions
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when the permission-based change was reverted may be ﬁrst
step to understanding the phenomenon. A cursory analysis of
some of the commit messages did not reveal the possibility
of erroneous commits but the messages were too brief to
conclusively say one way or the other.

rP

many permissions [11], [13]. Future work may be done to
analyze if the DCR score of the author of a permission change
correlates to a higher rate of permission misuse. This analysis
may be conducted using a permissions analysis tool such as
PScout [6]. Future work could determine if more mature apps,
ones who have had longer version histories, tend to have
high rates of permission misuse in comparison to new apps.
Research may also be conducted to determine at what phases
under and over-privileges are being added to apps.

VI. L IMITATIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

re

Although our results provided several interesting ﬁndings,
there are areas which can be more thoroughly explored and
elaborated upon. In our analysis, we studied open source
Android apps in a variety of categories, but only from a single
source (F-Droid). In future work, we will expand our app selection and include apps collected from other sources as well.
However, this could be difﬁcult since ﬁnding a substantial
number of other open source repositories for Android apps
may be a challenging process.
Like most research which examines version control systems, we are unable to deﬁnitively determine who is actually
making each commit. The same committer could use different
accounts, or developers could be using pair-programming, thus
creating a situation where two developers modify the software,
but only one is given credit for the submission.
Previous work has analyzed apps by examining version
control repositories and many studies have integrated developer interviews or user surveys in their analysis [23], [24].
Our work should be expanded to include more developer
interviews and more qualitative information. Further work
could be done to examine apps at different development stages
using various static analysis tools to examine a variety of
security and quality based metrics of each app. Some potential
tools include PScout [6], FindBugs [3], AndroGuard [1],
StaDynA [26], or TaintDroid [9]. Android apps often suffer
from permission-misuse where apps request too few, or too

VII. C ONCLUSION
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Summary: We examined the version control repositories of
1,402 Android apps to better understand how permissions
decisions are being made. We created a publicly accessible
tool oSARA to analyze the repositories.
Findings: In the exploration question, we found that the developers with higher DCR were more likely to make permissionsbased changes to apps than other developers. Among the
developers who made permissions-based changed, we found
no difference in the DCR of developers who add permissions
and those who remove permissions. Analyzing the chronology
of the permission-based changes, we found that the addition of
permissions is typically done earlier in apps’ commit lifetime.
However, the removal of permissions is a more sustained
activity throughout apps’ commit lifetime.
In the reversion question, when we introduced a temporal
factor in analyzing the reversion of permissions-based changes,
we found that in more than half of the permissions-based
changes in which a developer reverted a permission-based
change, the DCR of the developer making the reversion was
higher than the developer who initially made the permissions
change that was reverted.
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